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A RENEWED NURSE MARKET SHORTAGE: HOSPITAL MONOPSONY ALIVE ANI) WELL?

Abstract

Participation in the nurse market is analyzed by developing a model which generates the discounted
value of RN lifetime earnings. Nurse wages are compared with those for comparable females to
develop a wage-based index which is considered a measure of hospital monopsony power. Hospital
statistics and Current Population Survey data are used to test the model. Results suggest such a wage
profile measure is superior to using current wage in supply equations. The measure of hospital labour
market power appears to be a better indicator of monopsony than product market measures.

I.

Introduction

The nationwide problem of a registered nurse (RN) shortage has attracted a great deal of poli tical and
professional interest in recent years. The extent of the problem in terms of hospital and nursing hom~
vacancies is estimated as a shortfall of 500, 000 nurses by the turn of the century (Secretary's
Commission Report 1988). Hospitals, which have been dealing with the problem of providing high
quality care under restrained reimbursement, rising costs, and increased competition, now are faced
with the issue of nurse staffing. tabour economists, in looking for explanations, have paid more
attention to the model of hospital employment of nurses (Booton and Lan 1985; Link 1988).

The story has, however, become increasil:;gly complex: Wl~ile hospitals many have g<lined in earlier
years from their nurse employment patterns of low entry wage, flat wage growth, and lack of career
ladders, the real, long term consequences are becoming evident. Although there is some lack of
,~.,

?

precision in estimating labour supply curves, it is difficult to deny the eventual outcome from lhe
downward trends in nurse enrolment numbers. Nursing school administrators are faced wilh
program closings and an acule concern over enrolments which have declined 2R% from 191':3 lol')H7;
it is estimated that in 1990 colleges will award more medical degrees than IlSN nursing degrees
(Secretary's Com,mission Report 19RR). The more severe crunch in nursing is yelto cOllle with th('s('
enrolmeilt effects on supply.

4

Compounding this issue is the fact that while most other occupations have pushed for increased
education and credentialing (on the basis of the need for higher quality), nursing has actually

Llill'C<ll,lIUl'ate liPgrees. Students considering a carcer investment pcrceive a college degree in fields
ol her thiln nursing will offer il bellerreturn. Ultimately, the hospi tills' role in assisting in the retention
of the thrce-tiercd cduciltionill slructure nwy be more dilmaging 10 lhe nursing profession Ihan are
the low wilges.

'1'1\('1'" iln't wo aS1'1 'rls to II\(' nlllW shllrlagp problpm. The firsl of Ihpse is Ihe decision of ljualified RNs
to remain in the nurse labour market; the second is that of college students making the decision to
become RNs. Both will be affected by current relative wages and expected fUlure relative wages. This
study analyzes the market power of hospitals over nurse wages and the extent to which wage factors
influence the decision to be employed as an RN.

II.

Monopsony and the Nurse Labour Market

The question of whether hospitals possess and practice monopsony control over professional nurses
ilnd if so, to whilt degree·~ hilS becn dilssic inlilbour economics. The analytics are struigh Iforwilrd:
the hospital, as the dominant employer of nurses, faces an upward supply curve and uses the related
marginal cost curve to determine the hiring level at its intersection with the demand curve. The
resulting wage is less. than the

competitiv~

market equilibrium wage, but the model allows the

hospital to show budgeted vacancies and agitate for supply increases through the state hospital
association. Wage incrl'ilses

,HI'

n'sisled un the grounds of a short run inelastic supply curve alll] a

., #'

reluctilnce to upset the total labour budget (Eastaugh 1987). In general, the story has stopped there
- ilS long as hospitals exert control over such a large proportion of nurse labour hours, females are
able to enter nursing through a variety of programs, and nurses are unreceptive to unionization from
,,jI:;<'!lilll'.this I'iltl,'m, 1I0lhilll'.nlll<'h can hl'atldl'd.

The research examining hospitals acting asmonopsonists in professional nursing employment has
not produced conclusive results. the traditional model of monopsony shows hospitals paying nurseS
a wage lower thanlhe value of their contribution and hiring fewer than the competitive model would

predict. The absence of a wage premium for nurses with higher levels of educalion is an additional
non-competitive feature of this market. The existence of monopsony capabilily has been empirically
documented. Sloan and E1nicki's(1979) work suggests monopsony and Ilunl's (197:l) earlier n'search
showing a negative relationship between hospital concentration and nurse wages led him to c()nclude
this power exists.

The complexity of whether the nurse wage pattern indicates hospitals do not support changes in nurse
licensure (Mennemeyer and Gaumer 1983) or whether it is a manifestation of monopsony power
(Boo Ion and Land 1985) has not been tOlally resolved by research. Link's (19RH)

reCl~nt

results sholl'

a clearly decreased return to additional education fornursesemployed in a hospital; a finding henoles
as consistent with,but not proof of, monopsony power being used in the RN labour market. His
results are similar to those of BootoI\ and Land (1985) regarding hospital exertion of monopsony
power and lower rates to the four year degree nurse.

Evidence reported from various surveys indicates monopsony-like oulcomes for nurses. Resultsllf
a University of Texas survey of ntlises showed the rate of increase for staff nurse pay had actually
dec)ined in spite of reported shortages (American Journal of Nursing 1988). The American Ilospiial
Association's survey of hospital personnel shows there is little incentive given for nurses to earn an
additional degree. Only 20 percent of hospitals reported a differential for a bac"lIaureate nllrsing
degree, and this was only 4 percent, or 28 cents per hour (Young 19BH). Aiken and Blendon

(llJH I)

document the hospital pallern regarding nurse employment and wages, noling Ihat this beh,wiour
does not spill over, to other hospital workers
who are less vulnerable to single employer dominance
,..
since they have other options..

Although the-theory of monopsony clearly indicates that both wages and employment will be below
a competitive equilibrium, and the evidence summarized above is indeed couched in such lerms, Ii Ille
academic work has explicilly incorporated a measure of hospital labour market power in an an,1Iytil\11
framework.

Most previous studies have included a measure of product market power as an

explanatory variable. This has the ohviolls fai Ii ng Iha I whi I" prod lIc1nlilrk,,1 JlolVl'r dOl's pwvidl' till'
potential for labour market power, the1.aller can only exit if labour supply is unresponsive to wage
changes. A compelling argument for the presence of nurse shortages, however, is that women are

6

now finding alternative employment opportunities and, hence, have reduced their participation in
the relatively poorly paid nurse labour market.

Methodology and Data

1\1

This study is concerned with the female labour supply response to hospital market structure from
I'JH~

ill'

to I'JRR. This j1('riod follows implementation of Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs) which

I' 'il';, 'd

ells I '" lid. 'Il<"y I'II ':;:illl,' 1111 1111' hll:; pit it I :H'd or. Tht· focus of tht· stllliYIs Oil the decision of

women to participate in lhe labour market as an RN, since the major complaint on the part ofliospitals
is not that nurses offer insufficient hours, but rather that there are not enough nurses available.
Central to this focus is development of a wage-based index of labour market power and analysis of
the responsiveness of nurse labour market participation to this index.

,
The approach is intended to provide a first pass at a potentially rich field of endeavour by using at
wage-based measure of monopsony power similar to a Lerner Index, rather than either estimating
vacancy rates or using an historical product market measure, such as a concentration ratio. Thus, as
estimate of the opportunity cost earnings of an RN, or the earnings potential in competitive markets,
is compared to that actually paid. This index is a measure of monopsony exploitation, just as the
I.erner Index is a measure of milTkc! power.

The use of such a m,easure hasa number ?f1idvantages.The index provides a direct estima te oflabotlT
market power, rather than a proxy, such as product market power. It obviates the need to estimale
the excess of quantity demanded over quantity supplied, for which data may not be available or may
tV "

be of poor qua"Iity. Further more, it directly addresses a probable cause of the nurse shqrtage in the
19ROs - the likplihoml that alternative employment opportunities have expanded, increasinglhe
elasticity of supply of labour, and increasing the wage gap between nursing and comparable
occupations in the absence of hospital wage flexibility.

In ke"l'ing with this, Ihen, we develop a.:yage index. This approach, while new to lhestudy of nurse
labour markets, has been used in the study of occupational choice. Berger (1988), for example,
,'sli luall's coudit ionallogi I mOl !l'ls which iucllI'porah' altl'rnati ve predicted ftllme earnings measures
7

"

in his analysis of the choice of a ccillege major. Murnane and Olsen OYYO) find lhalteachers wilh high
opportunity costs. The index generated in this study is similar in that it compares the presenl
discounted value of lifetime earnings of an RN with the present discounted value of lifetime earnings
in an alternative, competitive position.

Data for testing the model are for the 42 most populous cities, and are available in the American
Hospital Association's "Hospital Statistics" and "Guide to the Heath Care Field," selected years;
Statistical Abstract of the US; and the March supplement of the Current Population Surveys, 19811988. All female RNs from the CPS data where included in the study, but due

10

space and time

limitations, only a randomly selected subset of 20% of females who were not RNs was used. Only
females who had completed high school were included in the data set.

IV

Model Development

The model developed uses a staildard, albeit nonlinear, reduced form earnings equation combined
simultaneously with the decision to participate in the labour market as an RN.

The model

endogenously generates the present discounted value of lifetime earnings for the RN and compares
that to the opportunity cost lifetime earnings. This ratio is the index (WAGEIND), which is used an
an independent variable in the nurse participation equation.

Since the approach used in Ihis slud y is 10 illlalyw IIl1rSl~ lahour slIl'pl y, wh il'h is h. '" vi Iy donli 11.\ tl 'd,
the model is also developed in the tradilion of I fanoch (I980) insofar as it incorpor,lll's lhe inverse
Mills ratio to control for sample selection bias. Specifically, the decision to participate is modelled as
,

discussed belo:w~imd an inverse Mills ratio (MILLS1) is constructed and used an an independl'nl
variable in the subsequent analysis. Since the inverse Mills ratio itself will vary by respondent age,
the derivative of the ratio with respect to age is included in the general ion of W ACEIND.

The decision 10 participate illihe Iahour force shollld he affecled hy I"hour d"11I,1I\(1 vdri,d,II's, sllCh
as region (NE, NC, SOUTI!), eduCi)lion (COI.l.2 ,ulll COI.I A), rdee (WIIITHl, and agc~ (A(; 1'). I.'lholll
supply variables are clearly also importanl, allll illrlude a measure of lion-labour iucollle (OTIN( '),
8

whether lhe female is in a household with lhe husband present (lIUSHOME), and the age gap
between the oldest and youngest child (KIDGAP). The variables are defined in more detail in the
appendix. The model is estimated using logistic regression techniques and the results are reporled
in Table 1. The results will not be discussed in details, as they are consistent with the literature.

TABLE 1
Labour Force Participation

V,II iahh'

T-Slallsllc

)'(ll'ilIlH'I.· ..

Estilllah.-

IIUSBIIOME
OTINC
AGE
COLL2
COLL4
NE
NC
SOUTH
WHITE
KIDGAP

18.87
3.19
3.48
17.72
31.92
2.25
1.69
2.55
9.52
13.80

-U.3U
-U.OOl
-0.UU2

.33
.57
-.04
.03
.05
.18
-.03

Number employed: 27,293
Total sample:
. 35,530
The model above enables the inverse Mills ratio to be constructed. It is then included in the earnings
and RN participation models developed in the second part of the analysis. The specification of the
reduced form earnings eljuatinn is relativelY standard, incorporating labour demand factors such as
I,

"_""_•.

WIIITE,COI.l 2,('01.1.1, N ":, N(:, S( JUlIl, A(;Jiand AGESQ (ilgeslluaretl) antllheinduslry in which
the worker is employed (MAN, TCPU, WRT, and SER). Labour supply factors such as HUSBHOME,
-", j'

K11)3, KIDGAP;'OTINC, and MILLS were also included. The effect on earnings of being an RN was
incorporated both direclly and interactively with the age variables (AGE, AGESQ) and hospital
employment (HOSP).

The earnings measure used in the log of annual wage and salary income (LWSY). The reason for
choosing an annual, rather lhan a

week~or

hourly measure is that the nurse labour market is

relatively flexible in terms .of hours worked per week, and the annual measure captures that
dimension more readily than the alternatives, as shown by Heckman (1979). The reason for the choice
9

of a reduced form rather than a structural estimate of opportunity cost earnings is thallhe fonner is
what is observed by labour market participants. In olher words, the foregone earnings of which the
nurse is aware are those which are realized in the marketplace by women of similar background and
skills.

The decision to participate in the labour market as an RN was modelled as a function ofilUSIlHOM E,
OTINC, KIDGAP, COLL2 i COLL4, RNLY (whether the individual was employed as an RN last year),
NHOSP (number of hospitals in the city), and WAGEIND. The WAGEIND variable Ivas created
simultaneously within the model, and is expressed as a ratio of actual to opportunity coast wages.
More specifically, the structure of the estimated model may be specified as follows:

log (WSY)
RN

= £(Z1, RN*X, RN),

= g(Z2, WAGElND)

WAGEIND

= L (WS\/(1+r)i) /L WSY/(1+r)i),

WSY1 = exp (lZ1, RN*X, RN))

i = age

65

WSY

i = age

65;

j

= exp (£(Zm

where Z1 are the variables listed above, Xare those variables which are interacted with RN, and the
estimates for earnings (WSY)
over different ages are generated by allowing the age variables to vary
,
as indicated.

The results, which' are presented in Ta'ble 2, are consisteiifwilh standard economic theory. Of
particular interest, however, are these generated as a result of those interactions with the RN variable.
,

Although the effect of ageon earnings is positive for the entire data set, when it is interacted with RN
!

.

it becomes negative. This corroborates (mlier evidence Ihallhe earnings profile for llurS('S «')H!s to
be f1aller lhat that forolheroccupations, and supporls Ihe use of a lifetime wage index to illlal yze Ilurse
supply behaviour. There does appear to be a premium on being a hospitalllllfse, although much of
lhis may be due 10 wage differential which compensates for less pleasant work, and more overtime
and shift work.
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TABLE 2
Earnings and Participation Equations

Variable

MAN
TCI'U
WRT
SER
WIIITE
COLL2
COLlA
NE
NC
SOUTH
AGE
ACESQ
RN
RN*AGE
RN' ACESQ
RN'IIOSP
OTINC
KID3
KID6
KIDCAP
IIUSBHOME
1\'11 LLS
NIIOSI'
RNLY
WACEIND

.162
.379
~.204

-.209
.059
.294
.647
-0.54
-.019
.037
.098
-.001
.742
-.040
.()()06
.271'
-.0025
.082
-.083
-.05
-.022
1.07

Earnings

(4.28)*
(7363)*
(-6.15)*
(0.93)
(0.89)
(2.47)*
(3.48)*
(1.63)*
(0.59)
(1.04)
(14.88)*
(-13.12)*
(1.66)
(-1.80)***
(2.00)***
(3.94)*
(3.59)*
(1.54)
(2.25)**
(4.18)*
(2.16)**
(1.55)

RN Participation

2.582
2.025

.0050

-.096
-.451
2.57
-0.015
9,43
735

(5.94)*
(3.38)*

. (1.32)

(2.52)'*
(1.60)
(1.30)
(5.93)*
(25.72)*
(3.64)*

The other result of interest is the sensitivity of the decision to participate in the RN labour market t(
Ihe WACEIND variable. This tends to verify a rational approach in the human capital framework

The inclusion of the wage index variable also results in an interesting coefficient on the NT 1051
variable: one which is significant and negative. This confirms the initial thesis of the study; namely
that possession of productlllarket power is not in itself responsible for reduced nurse labour marke
participation. Indeed, Ihe reverse is true, which suggests that in the larger metropolitan areas, when
tlwre arc more hospitals but also more labour market opportunities, nurse relative wages arc thl
dri ving factor explaining nurse lab6fir market participation.
II

II should also be noted thatlhe results remained essentially the same as the threshold incoll1l,I"\'l'1
included in the date set was progressively increased from a minimum of 0 in income to $7, DOD. The
sole coefficient which changed substantially was than on WAGElND, which became greater in
magnitude, indicating greater sensitivity as incomes increased. Furthermore, as the discount rale
"

used increased, themagnitudeofthe WAGEIND coefficient decreased, which is consistent with priori
expectations.

A further question of interest is whether the magnitude of the WAGEIND variable itself has changl'd
tll'I'r III<' Ii IIl1'. '1'1 \I' 51 'I'I 'ri II' til' III<' 1111 r~,,' shlllL I!\I'

ha~; hI 'I '11 11',,11 d01'11111< 'Ill' '.I 01'1 ')' III<' I 'o!:' I 11'11 V"o! I :.

and firmly put forward by hospitals as evidence for Ihe need for bolh lIlore tnlilling progr,lIl1s alld
more relaxed immigration laws for health professionals. Therefore, some evidence of all increase in
nurse lifetime earnings relative to others should be observed. However, as Table 3 suggests, this has
not been the case.
TABLE 3
Means
Pooled Date Set

Wageind'

No. of Observations

All years

1.22
(.157)

18402

1988

1.22
(.175)
1.23 .

5821

1987

4305

(.IRO)

1986

1.23
(.182)

4182

1985

1.23
(.176)
1.22
(.179)

2130

1984

1964

• discounted value RN lifetime earnings to opportunity cost lifetime earnings.
In fact, the degree of stability-in the wage index over time would appear to be a classic example of the
exertion of monopsony poWer. Furthermore, when the threshold income level for sample inc\usioll
is increased as before, the mean of WAGEIND drops consistently to a level of 1.04 at an income
threshold of$7, 000. This is consistent with similar evidence obtained by Lewis (1990) that the union/
nonunion wage gap is larger at starting than at maximum wages for both RNs and LPNs. Lewis
I'J

further notes that the union/nonunion gap increased with the number of years of unionization of

th

occupation which is consistent with the monopsony power explanation hypothesized here.
V.

SUlllmary and Conclusions

The nursing shortage issue does not appear to be reaching resolution. The potential solutions
gl'llerally suggested are: increase the supply of nurses through enrolments in nurse education
programs, and increase nurse wage rates. The former solution places more of the cost burden on
edncation and training programs and tax payers; the latter hospitals and those paying for their
services to bear the brunt of the burden.
Since the analysis performed here has been exploratory in nature, the recommendations are to be
taken with a degree of caution. However, these preliminary results do suggest that monopsony
power, as measured by the importance of the WAGEIND variable, is a very significant factor. Hence,
changing wage rates may be a very effective tool in ameliorating the problem (indeed, this is
beginning to happen in large urban areas as the staff situation worsens).
l{l'Iention of qua lified nurses in the market and the perception that nursing is an occu palion yield ing
a good return on investment both depend on wages. Unionization may represent an effective meal~s
for nurses to realize wage gains and offset hospital labour market power. Studies of union activily
in the hospital sector through the 1970s show higher wages to unionized RNs, although the unior\f
nonunion wage gap is not as great for RNs as for LPNs and other less skilled hospital (Becker et al.
1'182: l.ewislC)'IO). Asummary of several st udies places the estimate of the union impact on RN wages
at around 6 percent (Becker at al. 1982). Nonetheless, nurses have not flocked to unionization, for
example, compared to the exlen t teachers have done so. Further, the 1980s' trend in hospital union
activity shows a dramatic decline in organizing activity among hospital workers and increased
resistance on the part of their employers (Becker and Rakich 1988). For those nurses who want to
fl'main in hospi tal nursing, yet develop more control relative to thedominant employer, organization
alld forn'fnl co!ll'ctivl' hilrgaining Illay b~' worthy of greatl'r considl'ralion.
One drawback of the methodology suggested in this paper is the need for more appropriate data. It
would be ideal t\ltrack RNs over time and observe the reasons for their leaving or re-entering the RN
labllur markeC 'It would also be useful
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analyze the choice specialty in the spirit of IJerger (1988)

using a longitudinal data set. The analysis would be enriched by incorporating annual hospilal
survey data, used so effectively by Robinson (1'188).
Another factor affecting resistance to monopsony power in a female dominated labour market is
spouse mobility. Thus, an extl'nsion of lhis research will be to construct an index of the husband's
potential lIlobility, since information on his characleristics is in a relaled record in Ihe CnlTl'nl
Populalion Survey. This indl'x will beU2ed as an independent varia hie in lhe analysis.

The most obvious extension is to look at the characteristics of the earnings profiles of nurses nnd
observe how they hnve chnnged over time rclntive lo the potentinl enrnings profiles. The ch<1nging
of institutional structure, combined with the increasing use of substitutes, such as LPNs, should mnke
such an area of research very interesting.
Ilowever, the resulls strongly suggesllhal some wage-based n\l'<1SIlI"(' of monopsony I'"w('r is IIH)I'l'
approprinte thnn mcnsures used to dnte. It'nlso suggesls thai wage profiles and till' polL'nlial 101'
enrnings increases are ll10re important labour supply influences on nurses than simply the currenl
lVi1gl'.
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APPENDIX TABLE
Variable Means and Definitions

Acronym

Description

MEAN

S.D.

NIIOSP

number of hospitals in
54.38
0.20

34.92

COLL2
COLL4

metro area
1(2<=years of college<4)
1(4+years of college
completed
1 if child under 3
11£ child under 6

0.29
0.10
0.20
36.23

0.45
0.32
0.50
11.54

0.65

OAR

.40

KID3
KID6
AGE
IIlJSBIIOME

age in years
Ill~rried couple

O'I'INC

tot~l

21,770

21,800

KIDGAP

wage and salary income
age of oldest- less age

1.81

3.23

I lOS\' .

of youngest child
I if employed in hospital

0.16

0.36

0.13

0.34

0.04

0.20

0.17

0.38
0.39

MAN
TCPU
WRT

f~mily

family income less

1 if employed in
manufacturing
1 if employed in trans,
comm, and public utilities

SER

1 if employed in wholesale/
retail trade
1 if employed in services

RN

1 if occupation is registered
nurse

0.19

0.36

1 if r~ce is while
1 if employed as
registered nurse last year

0.16
0.85

0.35

0.15

.36

MILLSI
NE

Mills ratio
1 if residency in Northeast

0.48
.28

0.16
.42

NC

I if rl'sidl'ncy in South

.27

WSY

wage and salary income

A5
9,364.94

WHITE
RNLY.
,.., i'

13,463.45

17

